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Chairman DeLoria called this DPW Meeting to order at 9:30 am with the following Supervisors in 
attendance: Clayton Barber, Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Stephanie DeZalia, Shaun Gillilland, 
Joseph Giordano, Charlie Harrington, Roy Holzer, Ken Hughes, Steve McNally, Noel Merrihew, 
James Monty, Jay Rand, Tom Scozzafava, Jeff Subra, Ike Tyler and Joe Pete Wilson.  Davina 
Winemiller was excused.  

 
Department Heads present:  Jim Dougan, Judy Garrison and Dan Palmer.  
 
Also present: Alice Halloran, Todd Hodgson and Gary Rancore. 
 
News Media: Tim Rowland – Sun Community News. 
 
 
DELORIA:  Let’s call this DPW meeting to order and stand for the pledge please.  I’m going to 
Chair from the Chair here today because we have a presentation going on but Alice, do you want 
to report first? 
 
HALLORAN:  Good morning.  I had just a couple things, our Ag Market source grants our out from 
Ag and Markets again that’s for farms for any water quality, to address any water quality issues 
and we’ve had a lot more interested though so that will be taking a lot of time for the next couple 
of months. 
Farming grants won’t be out until the fall but they will we have twice as much funding this year 
because they didn’t go out last year and we just did a four-hour course and we don’t plan on doing 
another one until September unless there’s local need so your municipalities need people to be 
trained in that please let us know that because we don’t plan to do it again until September unless 
there is a big need.  The last couple that we set up via Zoom because that now because it made 
sense because we only had people from far away which is fine but we’re really busy with local 
projects so unless it’s needed here we’ll put that off until fall. 
And then, the upper Hudson Water shed there is some road side erosion funding that we have 
been in touch with most of the highway departments and that water shed, to try and spend that 
money it has to be spent by the end of this year as well.  Twelve or fourteen thousand dollars per 
town there are four main towns in that water shed so we’ll be in touch and we’ll do some projects.  
Any questions on anything?  Alright, thank you. 
 
DELORIA:  Thank you Alice.  Shaun, do you want to update us on the shuttle? 
 
GILLILLAND: Thank you.  I just want to give you an update on the hiker shuttle issue.  We’ve 
been going back and forth with DEC and the State DOT, Jim and JoePete and I did a couple rides 
up and down, looking at all the different possibilities on Route 73 and then we formulated a course 
of action thought that would go forward to kind of reduce the PILOT shuttle program, we went 
back up there with DEC and the Rangers and it just isn’t going to work.  DEC is not real happy 
about the idea about taking parking spaces in order to turn the buses around, safely load and 
unload passengers and plus DOT has been repaving 73, so the last thing we need – and the 
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Rangers said we can’t enforce parking so the last thing we need is a bus stuck on the road, in 
one-way traffic 20 minutes trying to get a car in a space and pull into the grounds so essentially 
we’re kyboshing this year shuttles and there’s $800,000 in the budget, DEC budget for the 
program and we’re pushing DEC to do two things.  One, invest that money into infrastructure 
steward, buildings really looking at building safe, places for the buses to operate properly turn 
around, discharge the passengers and as well, it will be  highly recommended they  have the 
Commissioner appoint an official planning group and plan for it and when they sign the names it 
gets signed by the Commissioner it’s executable by all the departments of the state because this 
is something we’ve run into with the county trying run a bus system, coordinate with the town of 
Keene and you have other disbarred State agencies we were running into road block after road 
block.  That’s my update on that.  We won’t run the shuttle system this year.  We will be looking 
for some creative ways to use those shuttle buses, been talking to Linda Beers and we might be 
able to do something there.   
As far as Linda Beers goes, just real quick I will Segway into that right now for Essex County, for 
us to get to a herd immunity which means stop it in its tracks we only need 12,189 more people 
to get vaccinated.  Alright, so everybody get out there and get that done.  And also, you may hear 
about it Public Health is working this program with breweries.  A program called, Brewing of the 
immunity for our Community.  So they will get free beer if they get a shot so they are working with 
a lot of breweries around the area Westport and High Peaks. 
 
MONTY:  Can you get a second shot if you already had it?  (laughter) 
 
DELORIA:  Okay thank you Shaun.  Mr. Dougan, resolutions first. 
 
DOUGAN:  Yes, I just have one resolution this morning.  I did put a larger scale drawing out on 
the table, on the break room in the back if anyone wants to see it’s the drawing that’s attached to 
my resolution has a little more detail.  This goes along with that redevelopment project that was 
the former Biotech area up in North Elba.  I met with DOT and the developer and the Code Officer 
in town up there last week and in order to make a safer intersection the Farm Road which is the 
town road this development is on they are wanting to relocate the Whiteface Inn Road a little bit 
to the less so that the two line up.  Based on their traffic study approximately 290 units going in 
and Jay correct me if I’m wrong. 
 
RAND: That is correct. 
 
DOUGAN:  They see a high potential for traffic accidents in that intersection if the Farm Road and 
the Whiteface Inn Road stay positioned the way they are right now so this would be at no cost to 
the county, they’ve still got some work to do to develop it.  it’s a schematic plan but they would 
like to have a general green light to move forward and try to get their permits so the resolution 
would be authorizing the realignment, repositioning and reconstruction of County Route 31 at 
intersection NYS Route 86, pursuant to the request from DOT and the Barile Family. 
 
DELORIA:  I’ll move that.  Is there a second? Archie, thank you.   
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE REALIGNMENT, REPOSITIONING AND 
RECONSTRUCTION OF COUNTY ROUTE 31 (WHITEACE INN ROAD), AN ESSEX COUNTY 
HIGHWAY, PURSUANT TO REQUEST FROM THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION AND THE BARILE FAMILY LLC.  DeLoria, Depo 
 
DELORIA:  Any questions for Jim? 
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MONTY: That funding Jim would be our responsibility?   
 
DOUGAN:  No, they are funding the whole thing.  This isn’t ours at all this is all part of the 
development so I believe this is coming through the developer.  They requested funding but the 
first thing I was taught by Mr. Palmer was, funding is never available. 
 
DELORIA:  Okay any other questions for Jim?  All in favor, thank you. 
 
DOUGAN:  That’s the only resolution I have unless anybody has any questions on my report I 
would request to get right into the discussion.  Last month you had asked if I could talk to you 
about our bridge program in general and so in order to do that I would ask Todd Hodgson and 
Gary Rancore to present that and then I’ll come back up for questions. 
 
HODGSON:  Good morning.  This is Essex County DPW’s presentation on the Asset 
Management Bridge Maintenance and Replacement Plan.  We have a hand out on this 
presentation. We will fairly quickly get through this.   
Bridge maintenance and replacement regulations this is what Essex County is required to abide 
by.  Essex County started inspecting bridges back in 1968, they inspected bridges for the County 
and on county roads also for towns and villages at that time, both towns and villages owned and 
maintained some of their own structures.  Back in 1987, that’s when things changed dramatically 
as far as bridge inspection is concerned.  After the I-90 bridge over Schoharie Creek collapsed 
that catapulted NYS DOT into taking over the inspection program previously there wasn’t 
qualifications for inspectors so actually the Essex County Superintendent at that time did those 
inspections but once that collapse took place DOT took over that inspection program making 
specific requirements for inspectors and also adding a number of categories to the inspection. 
So this is the bridge rating system, it’s hard to see but one, is totally failed.  Three, is serious 
deterioration, five is moderate deterioration, and seven is new condition with kind of a range 
between the two so overall, Essex County’s bridge condition is somewhere around a 5.6 and 
although not very legible off to the right hand side is a list of at least most of the bridges that we 
have so you can kind of see the gradation.  We have a number that are in that red to orange 
category overall our average is not too bad. 
Bridge inventory – Essex County itself has 67 bridges and there are 68 town bridges maintained 
by Essex county a total of 135 bridges, roughly a $170 million in assets.  This doesn’t include all 
structures though the Village of Saranac Lake for instance owns and maintains their own bridge 
or maybe two bridges.  There are three bridges on the list for DOT that are not currently inspected 
those would be retired structures. There are thirteen not listed or inspected by DOT, they are not 
currently on Essex County’s asset list we’ll see what happens here in the future with those and 
there’s eight pending bridge inventory additions those are ones that graduated to bridge 
classification meaning over 20 feet.  So, just to leave this one thought in your mind there are 
bridges that transition in and out of this program that is regulated by DOT. 
This is just for your information; this is a bridge inventory by town.  So county and town bridges, 
and the distribution of them.   
I’ll let Gary handle the discussion on the top twenty bridges. 
 
RANCORE:  So this is our bridge replacement plan that we use in preparing, there’s a twenty 
some page hand out for your use.  The column titles the town, feature carried, feature crossed, 
its 2020 rating, and again, that’s 2 being the worse, 7 being the best, the tentative schedule for 
work most of them are complete replacements, some are vacant.  The detour and miles kind of 
nice to know and the AADT is average annual daily traffic so that’s generally how many vehicles 
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use that road and then there’s features. 
So in that hand out we have, the one we are using as an example is the River Road extension 
over Outlet Brook in the Town of North Elba.  Its condition rating is 2, again the AADT is about 
1249 cars per day.  Its detour is going to be 2.6 miles and it’s between the Village Lake Placid 
Fire Department and the Village itself and we are working on replacing that bridge.  The main 
street project is kind of messing with our schedule, the construction so. 
Next is Montcalm Street in Ticonderoga, its condition rating is not so bad 3.931.  Traffic, it sees 
7,000 cars a day, detour is 2.3 miles and then it’s located in Ticonderoga downtown business 
district. 
Lastly, is Morrison Road over Styles Brook in the Town of Keene.  It’s condition rate is not so bad, 
4.391.  It sees 45 cars a day, detour is not available mostly forest and farm so there’s woodlands 
and such and its replacement is schedule for 2025. 
 
HODGSON:  One thing to just point out, just like the I-90 bridge collapse but you can see the tape 
measure that’s underneath the footing for that bridge so that bridge, the abutment is sitting on 
nothing so this is what you would call a scour critical bridge and that’s way this is a very high 
importance.   
Just skipping through these and you can read these in your packet with the estimated construction 
costs for each of these bridges.  Town of Lewis, Town of Elizabethtown, Town of North Hudson, 
Tracy Road, Town of Elizabethtown, Keene, Town of Lewis, Town of Ticonderoga another high 
volume bridge, Town of St. Armand, Elizabethtown, Crown Point, Elizabethtown, North Hudson, 
Newcomb, Town of Lewis. 
So, we’re taking a look at the ten year planning period, if you look at what Essex County has done 
in the last ten years as far as capital improvement plan, regarding bridges Essex County has 
invested roughly $40.4 million in bridges so that distribution, Essex County’s portion has been 
$18 million and that’s with some miscellaneous grant funds within Essex County DPW’s budget.  
Federal Highway which is the major contributor of funding for bridges in Essex County, roughly 
$15 million.  FEMA and natural disaster, Hurricane Irene that contributed about $7 million to that 
overall budget and if you look at the inventory condition that pretty well keeps up the maintenance, 
that cost distribution now the FEMA portion, that $7 million if you look at 2010, there is a slight 
uptick in the condition rating of Essex County bridges as a result of that additional infusion of 
funds but really our goal for safety and a number of other reasons is condition rating of 6.  This is 
a looking forward 10-year capital plan for the Board’s consideration an investment of $43.4 million 
and distribution being Essex County’s fortune, $16 million, FHWA $18 million and because we 
don’t budget for disasters our goal would be to offer a FHWA programs to take the place at about 
$9.3 million so this just a quick overview of that bridge program in its origin.   
 
DOUGAN:  Thanks Todd, thanks Gary for trying to talk the specifics of things that we look at as I 
prioritize bridges.  As I have said to the board the last couple of months, we look at the number 
of 5.0, once it’s below 5.0 of DOT’s rating it may not be something we have to do an immediate 
project to but it’s starting to be an area of concern.  Once it’s under a 5.0 that means it’s starting 
to have enough deterioration that we may have to close it down or do other things to it.  I told you 
last time there are roughly 22 bridges that were lower than 5.0, so I asked these guys to give you 
a little bit of information that you can look through your packet. 
One of the bridges that’s not really on that list but it’s there because it’s no longer inspected by 
the DOT is the bridge there in Keeseville and there are two bridges in Keeseville that are a 
concern and as I said, I have nothing against that bridge I understand its historical significance 
however, with what’s in front of us with the dollars that are there and with what Mr. Palmer 
highlighted last time we discussed this about how limited the funding really is just to keep up with 
the depreciating assets over the last ten years, you’ve invested $40 million dollars, that’s in 
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working bridges not the ones that have been closed.  So these decisions are yours but I’m telling 
you how we prioritize things.  This board makes those decisions but how we prioritize things 
whether they are open right now, how much traffic they have, if there’s any other detour, any other 
way in there okay?  So this discussion is going to lead into at some point, a request for a bridge 
bond.  The number that we have up there on the board right now for a bridge bond is over $16 
million dollars over the next ten years.  I’m sure that Dan is saying, no way, no way.  The last time 
we did a bridge bond was in 2016, we asked for a bridge bond that was about $5 million dollars. 
We spent that about $5 million dollars by the time we did closing costs, fees and everything else 
it was about $4.8.  We spent that money along with some Federal aid money, along with some 
FEMA money, along with a grant from the Nature Conservancy and a little bit of CHIPS money to 
do 13 structures.  Of those 13 structures, one of them was brand new being it was a culvert 
because of DEC’s regulations that needed to be upsized to meet the criteria for the bridge.  One 
of them was a complete rehabilitation in St. Armand and the other eleven were replacement 
structures and that was again, one of our funding sources. Federal aid funded one of those.  
Bridge New York funded one of those.  FEMA funded one of those and then that project that 
Nature Conservancy came up with so.  The guys kind of stick through it our plan has generally 
been 3 bridges a year.  Three bridges a year it means really that really 9 bridges are in the pipeline 
in any town.  I’ll call it year one, I’ve got three bridges that are in for preliminary design, three 
bridges that were in preliminary design the year before so they are now going to permitting and 
right away and then three that are in construction so just keep trying to duplicate that.  Why do 
we pick three because the number is almost 150 bridges if those bridges are going to last 50 
years, simple math, right?  We’re going to keep up with them. That trend shows that they are 
depreciating assets so if we do three bridges a year with the 20 or 22 that I’ve listed right now that 
are 5.0 that means seven years from now maybe I have those, if nothing else comes up and 
chances are that 5.9 that we are at right now is now not going to be better as other things have 
started to fail in that same seven years so basically that’s how we manage the bridge program.  
That’s what was asked last time to give an idea of how we can manage it, how we prioritize things 
that’s how we do it out on DPW. 
 
TYLER:  Jim is there any indication from Federal infrastructure money that it’s possible that the 
county is going to be a recipient of some of that money? 
 
DOUGAN:  I haven’t seen any specifics yet.  We did just apply for Bridge New York again and 
that was funded, that’s a New York program that’s been out there.  Maybe Dan or Shaun or 
somebody has been talking to the higher up legislators that know better than I do.  I haven’t seen 
anything specifically carved out for us yet. 
 
GILLILLAND:  I think it’s still up in the trenches and fight with the big parties right now until they 
get into that and how they are going to distribute the money.  I’ll keep an eye on it. 
 
DELORIA:  Jim when your bond proposal is going to eventually come before the board, if you 
took a ten-year plan and broke it down to a five-year that necessarily doesn’t mean it’s going to 
be a $22 million bond project.  How would that stack up, on five-years based on the current 20 
bridges that we’re looking at replacing?  Can you bring us a five-year plan as well as a ten-year 
so we can look at those numbers? 
 
DOUGAN:  Yeah, I can break the numbers down.  We already, Gary has already presented the 
year that we would project to do some things.  Our plan has been generally, our plan has been to 
bring the smaller or smaller dollar amount, smaller span easier bridges through the bridge bond 
and we’re trying to take the bigger bridges through that Federal aid process.  The Federal aid 
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process cost more money but it’s at least 80% Federal money and sometimes it’s an additional 
15% State Marchicelli fund so even though they cost more because of the red tape that’s involved, 
there’s a lot of administrative requirements, there’s a much higher engineering standard that they 
put through, I say engineering standard that might not be the correct term, engineering process 
that takes a lot of time. I think we’ve been doing good engineering standard of things but the 
engineering process takes a lot of times you’re paying these high powered firms, a lot of them to 
do that so again, we did 13 structures with that last bridge bond.  The number for that that we 
actually accomplished was about $12.6 million dollars with only about, just under $5 million on it 
coming out of the county.  So, last year about this time, maybe a little bit earlier than that, I came 
and Mr. Palmer as we were in Covid we were a couple months into Covid said, Dan, this bridge 
bond is used up.  I’ve got to ask for another one and he said, now is not the right time with not 
knowing what revenues were going to be, not knowing what expenditures, not knowing what 
Covid-19 is going to do to us he said, not right now. We’re a little beyond that. Another 5-year 
bridge bond, another $5 to $7 million I think those numbers came in about five maybe four but 
we’re going to be aggressive on that far right hands side where it says, improve management.  
These guys are helping me write Bridge New York grants all the time.  We’re trying to think outside 
the box, we had some luck with Nature Conservancy with those so if we’re going to keep up with 
an overall 5.9 rating bridges or hopefully doing better than that then we’re going to have to be 
aggressive when it comes to funding. 
 
SUBRA: Jim, is your $43.4 million in today’s dollars or is there factoring in for that ten years for 
inflation? 
 
DOUGAN:  Well, I think we’ve factored in. I can’t tell you that we factored in today’s cost of 
materials.  I’m hoping that that is going to come back to normal a couple years from now but we’ve 
been doing some other things to try to keep costs down.  Just recently, this board passed two 
resolutions for one bridge out on the Tracy Road where we bought the pre-cast concrete ourselves 
instead of having the general contractor do that to try to keep a markup, to try to actually start the 
project a little sooner so we hope to – I hope they’re projecting forward honestly Jeff but I never 
could have predicted Covid 19’s cost that’s for sure. 
 
HUGHES: I just have a couple questions; the data is very impressive thank you.  It’s really 
organized, thank you for the data base decisions.  I just had a couple questions, why did the DOT 
stop or why does the DOT stop rating a bridge?  For example, the bridge over the Boquet the 
DOT sign, it’s closed, the upper bridge that we saw the other day. Why did they stop rating those?  
Are they decommissioned by the county at some point and then they just say, we’re going through 
the county? 
 
DOUGAN:  I wouldn’t say they were decommissioned because that actually would be a formal 
process and probably I would let Mr. Manning talk about that a little bit more. I can’t find where 
those formal processes would be done with the three bridges that are closed right now, that one 
there and the two in Chesterfield.  We’ve looked to see if there was a formal process.  There is in 
NYS traffic law, there is a formal process so why they stopped, it’s been closed, it doesn’t have 
any vehicular traffic over it or fully closed would to have any pedestrian traffic so DOT to go back 
to Todd’s slide on the history got involved in inspections after that collapse so there was obviously 
a call for public safety so I think if the bridge is closed I’m making assumptions here I’m just using 
a logical argument, I’m assuming that because they don’t feel there’s a public safety issue 
anymore so that’s why they stop inspecting it. DOT doesn’t inspect it themselves they hire 
consulting firms to do all the inspecting for them so I’m assuming those inspections are on a per 
bridge cost so the more the DOT takes out of the list that they have to inspect every year the less 
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DOT has to put out for dollars. 
 
HUGHES:  Are we allowed to open a county bridge that’s not rated by the DOT?  Again, I think 
about the Boquet River. 
 
DOUGAN: I think we would have to present to the DOT that before we did so.  The authority to 
reopen tends to be with the Highway Superintendent but definitely for caution for something that 
has been closed for a period of time I would like DOT to come and take a look at it before we 
decide. 
 
HUGHES: Just my last statement, you have a very orderly line as you presented here of all the 
bridges as they go through.  Is it a correct statement to say it’s exceptional – a bridge you can 
budget if we wanted to re-open the Boquet, if we wanted to the Keeseville Bridge is there a budget 
line somewhere which could challenge the funding stream and your funding mechanism because 
you are doing that simpler math over time? 
 
DOUGAN:  Yes, to me again the first responsibilities is I think my first responsibility is public safety 
of things that are open right now so moving a different one in that would mean something moves 
down the list.  Not to say, we haven’t had other ones that have had to come in Tahawus Road, 
out in Newcomb that was red flagged after a diver went in and looked at it.  We knew it was failing.  
We knew it was deteriorating, it was run down but it only served a mine on the other side but 
when DOT came in and brought an actually diver in and able to stick that measuring tape like 
Todd pointed out in the one photo, horizontally it went under that structure ten feet so all of a 
sudden that had to be closed.  There was really no other detours, that had to be done.  If there’s 
detours, if there is a reasonable detour with things then those things kind of get closed and put 
on hold so I would say, adding abridge that’s closed and isn’t used for traffic right now into the 
mix it does push other things back without a doubt. 
 
HUGHES: Would you identify potentiality of traffic as a factor for inserting a bridge into the que? 
 
DOUGAN: You could. 
 
HUGHES:  Because the Etown bridge may not have a ton of AADT but the Keeseville bridge 
potentially could. 
 
DOUGAN:  The next question you should ask yourself too and I think is important here is 
depreciating assets and the numbers are going up.  In those 13 bridges we added one new one.  
One of the ones that is being constructed in 2021 is a new one.  We have identified the others 
that probably easily within this next 10-year plan so Essex County demographics you guys know 
better than I do, we are the second largest by area county in the State, second lowest population 
density DOT regulations are now taking a lot of culverts and turning them into bridges. Bridges 
are a lot harder to maintain than culverts right, your highways crews maintain culverts all the time 
they get more and more and more our population isn’t growing right, it’s moving in the other 
direction.  You really should ask yourself, are all of these necessary? 
 
GIORDANO:  Todd and Jim you did a very nice job on this.  When I look at this and Todd, the 
more conversations I had with the Cornell road program I see some similarities so to me it’s like 
15,000-foot level but not the 30,000-foot level because you’re looking at the last twenty years.  So 
you could you compare for the purposes of this board because you are talking about 135 bridges 
but adding potentially eight more plus these other conversions of culverts, two bridges and I don’t 
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know what the history is.  I’m sure Todd you’ve tried to research back on how they tried to scored 
things in the past and I don’t know how easy it is to get that information but certainly you had five 
twenty years ago, you’re moving toward six now but there’s one great slide I know the research 
shows when you did the Cornell roads presentation for the whole board, it basically shows just 
what Jim had talked about depreciating assets so for every dollar you put in for maintenance that 
saves you having to put $5.00 in for rebuilding your goal of replacing a bridge every 50 years is 
probably a nominal, average lifespan but if you can maintain that bridge it means it might last 35 
years without having to put additional money in so for the purposes of this board, the purposes of 
what Dan and prior boards have done to try to bring us up to a safe level for maintenance of our 
bridges can you speak to where you think this will go in the future because certainly there’s 
probably some push down to get that number high enough but then hopefully later on you can 
relax it a bit because maintenance is going to take over and your costs on annual basis is going 
to diminish. 
 
DOUGAN:  Gary has listed here some of these that are maintenance projects and that are 
included in that process and that is the goal and I know I said, our quick math is 50 years the 
design standard is actually 75 but we’re coming out of a situation where that 75 was not the design 
standard and if you really look at detail, if we were to really look at the age of some of these 
bridges and some are really deteriorating and I’m not trying to pick on anybody because you all 
have balanced budgets and everything else, but if you look at the bridges that were built in the 
80’s were some of the worse ones that we had.  So, we’ve got to dig out a little bit of that hole as 
well but you’re right, the goal is to maintain.  Why did we apply for a vac truck grant from DEC?  
Anybody know?  No? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So Moriah could borrow it. (laughter) 
 
DOUGAN:  You already got one.  No, we actually applied for a vac truck for a better system for 
our bridges.  We applied it because we do not have the best bridge washing system and so we 
applied for this.  We can actually go out we can vacuum, we can wash it off, we can actually suck 
that stuff up before it goes right back in the river why, as part of the bridge washing program.  If 
we get that salt and we get that sand off the painted steel and some of those things event the 
concrete, and seal it more often it lasts a lot longer.  That’s not built into here, that’s all stuff we’re 
trying to do within our budget and within CHIPS funds but we understand the idea of maintenance.  
I have really good staff which is why I wanted them to present and I wanted you guys to see that. 
 
HODGSON:  Just to answer that question and Jim eluded to it so back in the 1990’s a lot of those 
bridges we are revisiting right now and that’s not a very long life when you consider it to be an 
expenditure so that made us concerned so between myself and Gary we have been rethinking 
some of the bridge replacements to get a longer life span.  It was pointed out with the scour that 
is one of the number one failures of our bridges up here experience. We have very steep terrain 
and a lot of valleys to cross particularly in Keene and that undercuts those footers so it shortens 
the life of the structure where the actual structure may carry vehicles for another couple of 
decades even the structure is no longer serviceable.  Once your foundation is bad how do you fix 
that?  Very difficult so Gary in particular has pushed toward adopting what DOT has been doing 
which is installing them on micro piles that way it gets below scour so that that foundation is 
something that stays intact despite hurricane and other activities.  Even if we have to build a road 
back to the bridge, the bridge is still there and that’s a great way to extending the life to 75 years.  
We have actually some very old bridges. The Montcalm Bridge that bridge is an old, old bridge 
but the arch has been around for a long, long time and its foundation has been good over the 
years but yes, we’re definitely from the engineering department that’s actually our goal is 
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expanding the assets so that they last a bit longer as part of our strategy. 
 
DELORIA: Okay thank you Todd.  Any other questions for Mr. Dougan on this bridge report?  
Okay, Jimmy did you have anything else?  Clayton has provided a handout, an email and a few 
pictures from Matthew Pray.  Clayton did you want to speak? 
 
BARBER:  I just wanted to get the handout for everybody to see this is another engineer that we 
actually reached out to. We’re hoping to hear form some more.  As you can see we have not set 
up the conference call yet for them.  Again, when I asked the Mill Hill Bridge to be restored as you 
heard on your list.  Obviously we are looking at the historic part and how much it means.  I know 
Matt sent out an email for each of you to come visit the bridge, to take a look at it. I personally 
would like to invite you all to come and look at it.  I don’t want to sit here and compare bridges.  I 
don’t want to go down that road unless I absolutely have to, to ask you.  There’s a couple 
businesses, there’s a motorcycle business unfortunately it’s on the Clinton County side that’s right 
off of that bridge that’s actually going in there on the hopes of us possibly doing something with 
this bridge and there’s another business that has actually reached out Desotell.  If anybody that 
has come and visited Desotell has a towing business there. We’ve had some somebody reached 
and I know she’s looking to sell the garage that’s there, there’s the possibility of that business. 
We all know the destruction of bridges you lose businesses in that area.  Down by the Chasm 
bridge which is actually Clinton County’s responsibility.  Tom brought up earlier, asked if Harold’s, 
the bar right there unfortunately that closed two years now.  Ken came and visited last week at 
his request and I hope you all come and see the bridge.  Thank you. 
 
DELORIA:  And Clayton, you will be bringing us updates on this? 
 
BARBER:  Absolutely.  As I said, we are still thinking out of the box we’re hoping we get historical 
grants Matt has been working very hard.  My next letter is going to go to Governor Cuomo. 
 
DELORIA:  I would absolutely encourage you to get with Mr. Dougan before a whole lot of effort 
is put into this and let them advice from his engineering office and any question you may have. 
 
BARBER:  Yes, I have given him a copy of this. 
 
MONTY:  Clayton I see in a couple emails and it’s mentioned here again, Matt keeps saying, 
funding is available, funding is available where?  He’s not saying where it is available.  It’s easy 
to say funding is available. 
 
BARBER: No, what he is actually looking is the funding that you see every day on T.V. you know 
for infrastructure I know, not necessarily like he said, he’s asking for the county’s support.  He’s 
not one who is the specialty on grants and stuff like that.  That’s what we’re all asking.  I’m not an 
expert on grants.  We’re asking for the county’s help to fund this. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Clayton your office is the champion here for the project in Essex County, who is 
the champion in Clinton County?  I’ve had discussions with Mark Henry and his board up there 
and he’s not being warm and fuzzy that Clinton is going to fund for this. 
 
BARBER:  In that interview because Mark Henry actually called saying Sandy Senecal from the 
Town of Ausable and asked her if she thought the Town of Ausable and the Town of Chesterfield 
would like to take over the bridge.  Obviously, just the cost of that to put on the tax payers I can’t 
imagine the insurance for it, you have to put insurance on all these bridges. I have no idea what 
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the cost would be.  I just can’t fathom what the cost would be. 
 
DELORIA:  Okay is there anything further? 
 
BARBER:  Rob Timmons is in full support, Carl Wykes came down they walked the bridges at 
one time they both, I mean, from what I gather from them they are in support.  Clinton County is 
looking at the pedestrian bridge so called, the swinging bridge, pedestrian bridge they’ve 
committed to having somebody come in and look at that bridge and see what it would cost to 
build.  I mean, five or six more years if they don’t do something that bridge will be closed.  Like I 
said, for safety reasons and this is just a commitment to show that this bridge can be restored 
and brought up to time capacity for emergency services not fire trucks but ambulances.  Anything 
else? 
 
DELORIA:  Thank you Mr. Barber.  Okay if there is nothing more to come before DPW, we stand 
adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this DPW meeting it was adjourned at 
10:25 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judith Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 
 


